Abstract. We prove the B. and M. Shapiro conjecture that says that if the Wronskian of a set of polynomials has real roots only, then the complex span of this set of polynomials has a basis consisting of polynomials with real coefficients. This in particular implies the following result:
For a given V , there exists a unique linear differential operator
whose kernel is V . This operator is called the fundamental differential operator of V . The coefficients of the operator are rational functions in x. The space V is real if and only if all coefficients of the fundamental operator are real rational functions.
The Wronskian of functions f 1 , . . . , f i in x is the determinant of the i × i-matrix whose j-th row is f j , f This statement is the B. and M. Shapiro conjecture. The conjecture is proved in [EG] for r = 1. The conjecture, its supporting evidence, and applications are discussed in [S1, S2, S3, Ve, RSSS, KS] .
1.2. Parametrized rational curves with real ramification points. For a projective coordinate system (v 1 : · · · : v r+1 ) on the complex projective space CP r , the subset of points with real coordinates is called the real projective subspace and denoted by RP r . Let φ : CP 1 → CP r be a parametrized rational curve. The map is said to be ramified at a point of CP 1 if its first r derivatives at this point do not span CP r [KS] . We assume that a generic point of CP 1 is not a ramification point. If (u 1 : u 2 ) are projective coordinates on CP 1 , then φ is given by the formula (u 1 : u 2 ) → (φ 1 (u 1 , u 2 ) : · · · : φ r+1 (u 1 , u 2 )) for suitable homogeneous polynomials φ i of the same degree. We assume that at any point of CP 1 at least one of the polynomials φ i is nonzero. A maximally inflected curve is, by definition [KS] , a parametrized real rational curve, all of whose ramification points are real. From Theorem 1.2, it follows the existence of maximally inflected curves, for every placement of the ramification points. Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem 1.1. Indeed, if all ramification points lie on a circle, then changing coordinates (u 1 : u 2 ) we may assume that the ramification points lie on the real line RP 1 and (0 : 1) is not a ramification point. Changing coordinates (v 1 : · · · : v r+1 ) on CP r we may assume that φ r+1 is not zero at any of ramification points. Introduce affine coordinate u = u 1 /u 2 and v 1 /v r+1 , . . . , v r /v r+1 . In these coordinates the map φ is given by the formula
where f i (u) = φ i (u, 1). It follows from the Wronskian identities in [MV2] that the first r derivatives of this map are linearly dependent at a given u if and only if the Wronskian of f 1 , . . . , f r+1 at u is zero. Since not all points of CP 1 are ramification points, the complex span V of polynomials f 1 , . . . , f r+1 is an r + 1-dimensional space. By assumptions of the theorem, all zeros of the Wronskian of V are real. By Theorem 1.1 the space V is real. This means that there exist projective coordinates on CP r , in which all polynomials f 1 , . . . , f r+1 are real. Theorem 1.2 is deduced from Theorem 1.1. We deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 1.3. Indeed, let V 0 be an r + 1-dimensional space of polynomials whose Wronskian has real roots only. Let d be the degree of a generic polynomial in V 0 . Denote
the space of polynomials of degree not greater than d,
) the projective space associated with the vector space
), see, for example, [S2, EG] . The space V 0 is a point of G(r + 1, d).
Since π is finite and V 0 has Wronskian with real roots only, there exists a continuous curve ǫ → V ǫ ∈ G(r + 1, d) for ǫ ∈ [0, 1), such that the Wronskian of V ǫ for ǫ > 0 has simple real roots only. By Theorem 1.3, the space V ǫ is real for ǫ > 0. Hence, the fundamental differential operator of V ǫ has real coefficients. Therefore, the fundamental differential operator of V 0 has real coefficients and the space V 0 is real. Theorem 1.1 is deduced from Theorem 1.3.
1.4. The upper bound for the number of spaces with the same exponents at infinity and the same Wronskian. Let f 1 , . . . , f r+1 be a basis of V such that deg
s=1 (x − z s ) be a polynomial with simple (complex) roots. The upper bound for the number of spaces V with exponents d at infinity and Wronskian T is given by the number N(d) defined as follows.
Consider the Lie algebra sl r+1 with Cartan decomposition sl r+1 = n − ⊕ h ⊕ n + and simple roots α 1 , . . . , α r ∈ h * . We fix the invariant inner product on h * by the condition (α i , α i ) = 2. For any integral dominant weight Λ ∈ h * denote by L Λ the irreducible sl r+1 -module with highest weight Λ. Let ω r ∈ h * be the last fundamental weight. For i = 1, . . . , r, introduce the numbers
This upper bound estimate for the number of spaces V , with exponents d at infinity and the given Wronskian T with simple roots, follows in the standard way from the Schubert calculus, see, for example, Section 5 in [MV2] .
Thus to prove Theorem 1.3 it is enough to prove Theorem 1.4. For generic real z 1 , . . . , z n , there exists exactly N(d) distinct real spaces V with exponents d at infinity and Wronskian T = n s=1 (x − z s ). For generic complex z 1 , . . . , z n , in Section 2 we will construct N(d) distinct spaces V with exponents d at infinity and Wronskian T and then we will show in Section 3 that all of these spaces are real, if z 1 , . . . , z n are real.
In Appendix we will discuss properties of differential operators associated with Bethe vectors in the Gaudin model and give applications of the Bethe ansatz constructions of Section 3. In particular, we will prove a conditional statement: we will deduce the transversality of certain Schubert cycles in the Grassmannian G(r + 1, d) from the simplicity of the spectrum of the Gaudin Hamiltonians, cf. [EH] and [MV2] .
2. Construction of spaces of polynomials 2.1. Construction of (not necessarily real) spaces with exponents d at infinity and Wronskian T = n s=1 (x − z s ) with simple roots. Denote z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ). Introduce a function of l 1 + · · · + l r variables
The function Φ d is a rational function of t, depending on parameters z. The function is called the master function.
The master functions appear in the hypergeometric solutions of the KZ equations [SV, V] and in the Bethe ansatz method for the Gaudin model [RV, ScV, MV1, MV2, MV3] .
The product of symmetric groups S l = S l 1 × · · · × S lr acts on variables t permuting the coordinates with the same upper index. The master function is S l -invariant.
A point t with complex coordinates is called a critical point of Φ d ( · , z) if the following system of l 1 + · · · + l r equations is satisfied
where j = 1, . . . , l 1 in the first group of equations, i = 2, . . . , r − 1 and j = 1, . . . , l j in the second group of equations, j = 1, . . . , l r in the last group of equations. In other words, a point t is a critical point if
In the Gaudin model, equations (2.2) are called the Bethe ansatz equations.
The critical set is S l -invariant. For a critical point t, define the tuple y t = (y 1 , . . . , y r ) of polynomials in variable x,
Consider the linear differential operator of order r + 1,
where ln ′ (f ) denotes (df/dx)/f for any f . Denote by V t the kernel of D t .
Theorem 2.1 ([MV2]).
• The space V t is an r + 1-dimensional space of polynomials with exponents d at infinity and Wronskian T .
• The tuple y t can be recovered from V t as follows. Let f 1 , . . . , f r+1 be a basis of V t , consisting of polynomials with deg f i = d i for all i. Then y 1 , . . . , y r are respective scalar multiples of the polynomials
where Wr (f 1 , . . . , f i ) denotes the Wronskian of f 1 , . . . , f i .
Thus distinct orbits of critical points define distinct spaces V with exponents d at infinity and Wronskian T .
To prove Theorem 2.2 it is enough to prove the following Theorem 2.3.
Fix integers a 1 , . . . , a n such that a 1 < a 2 < · · · < a n . Let z i = ǫ −a i , i = 1, . . . , n, where ǫ is a complex parameter. Consider the master function Φ d with these parameters z. 
Let k = (k 1 , . . . , k n−1 ) be a vector of integers with 1 ≤ k i ≤ r + 1 for all i. Define the weights λ 1 (k), . . . , λ n (k) by the formula
Define the vector l(k) = (l 1 (k), . . . , l r (k)), where for any j the number l j (k) is the cardinality of the set {i | k i ≤ j}.
Define the set C r,n,l as the set of all vectors k with two properties:
It is easy to see that the cardinality of the set C r,n,l equals the multiplicity of the sl r+1 -
If l is given by formula (1.1), then the cardinality of C r,n,l equals N(d).
For every element k of C r,n,l , we will present a solution to system (2.2). Different elements k will correspond to different orbits. This construction will follow the ideas of Section 4 of [MV3] .
2.2.2. Let k be an element of C r,n,l . For s ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, consider the following system of r − k s + 1 equations for r − k s + 1 unknown
. If k s < r, the system has the form:
. . , r − 1. If k s = r, the system consists of one equation
According to [MV1] , this system has a unique (straightforward and explicit) solution. That solution has multiplicity one. We denote this solutions by {t
Remark. This solution is real, but we will not use this fact.
Consider the following system of (n − 1)(r + 1)
. . , r. The system depends on parameter ǫ.
The equations of the system will be labeled by pairs (s, j) with s = 1, . . . , n − 1, j = k s , . . . , r.
The equations of the system for (s, j) with j = 1 have the form
The equations of the system for (s, j) with 1 < j < r have the form
The equations of the system for (s, j) with j = r have the form
System (2.5)-(2.7) holomorphically depends on ǫ and for ǫ = 0, system (2.5)-(2.7) splits into the union of independent systems (2.3) with s = 1, . . . , n − 1. Therefore, by the implicit function theorem, for small ǫ there exists a unique solution { t
Clearly, the set {t
. . , r} is a solution to system (2.2) with z s = ǫ −as for s = 1, . . . , n. All constructed solutions of (2.2) have different asymptotics as ǫ → 0 and therefore define different orbits. Theorem 2.2 is proved.
Bethe vectors
3.1. Generators. Let E i,j , i, j = 1, . . . , r + 1, be the standard generators of gl r+1 . The elements E i,j , i = j, and H i = E i,i − E i+1,i+1 , i = 1, . . . , r, are the standard generators of sl r+1 . We have sl r+1 = n + ⊕ h ⊕ n − where For a given l = (l 1 , . . . , l r ), set l = l 1 + · · · + l r and
l be the space with coordinates t (i) j , i = 1, . . . , r, j = 1, . . . , l i , and C n the space with coordinates z 1 , . . . , z n . We construct a rational map
Let P (l, n) be the set of sequences I = (i lr }. Fix a highest weight vector v in L ωr . To every I ∈ P (l, n), assign the vector
and scalar functions ω I,σ labeled by σ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ r ) ∈ Σ l , where ω I,σ = ω I,σ,1 (z 1 ) . . . ω I,σ,n (z n ) and
We set
The universal weight function is symmetric with respect to the Σ l -action on variables t (i) j . Other formulas for the universal weight function see in [M, RSV] . The universal weight function was introduced in [SV] to solve the KZ equations.
Examples. If n = 2 and l = (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0), then
2 )(t
The values of the universal weight function at the critical points of the master function are called the Bethe vectors.
The Bethe vectors of critical points of the same Σ l -orbit coincide, since both the critical point equations and the universal weight functions are Σ l -invariant.
The universal weight function takes values in L [RV] , cf. comments on this fact in Section 2 of [MV3] . By Theorem 2.2, the master function Φ d ( · , z) has N(d) distinct orbits of critical points for generic z. Choose a representative in each of the orbits: t 1 , . . . , t N (d) . These critical points define the collection of Bethe vectors: We use the construction of the Gaudin Hamiltonians suggested in [T, CT] . We consider the sl r+1 -module L ωr as the gl r+1 -module with highest weight (0, . . . , 0, −1).
To define the Gaudin Hamiltonians, for all i, j = 1, . . . , r + 1 consider the differential operators
x − z s where δ i,j is the Kronecker symbol and E (s)
where (−1) j stands for the sign of the permutation. The operator M is a differential operator of order r + 1 with coefficients in U(gl r+1 ) ⊗n , the tensor product of n copies of the universal enveloping algebra of gl r+1 , 
Proof. Recall the construction of the Gaudin Hamiltonians from [T, CT] . Denote
Consider the difference operator
The operator M (ε) is a difference operator of order r + 1 with coefficients in U(gl r+1 ) ⊗n ,
The operator M (ε) has another presentation,
The operators M 1 (x, ε) , . . . , M r+1 (x, ε) are the well known transfer-matrices acting in the tensor product of evaluation modules over the Yangian Y (gl r+1 ). The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of M 1 (x, ε) were constructed in [KR] by the algebraic nested Bethe ansatz method. The same technique shows that the vectors constructed in [KR] are also eigenvectors of M 2 (x, ε) , . . . , M r+1 (x, ε), and computes the corresponding eigenvalues, see, for example, formulas in Lecture 4 in [S1] and Section 5 in [S2] . The limit ε → 0 of eigenvectors in [KR] gives our Bethe vectors for the Gaudin model and the limit of eigenvalues gives the formulas for eigenvalues of Theorem 3.2.
. This is the differential operator that is formally conjugate to the differential operator
, and so on. The coefficients pairwise commute as well: [K i 
For any critical point t, the Bethe vector ω(t, z) is an eigenvector of K 1 (x), . . . , K r+1 (x), and the corresponding eigenvalues λ 1 (x), . . . , λ r+1 (x) are given by the formula
Notice that this is the fundametal differential operator D t of the critical point t.
Corollary 3.3. For generic z, • the Bethe vectors form an eigenbasis of the Gaudin Hamiltonians, • the Gaudin Hamiltonians have a simple spectrum, that is the eigenvalues of the Gaudin Hamiltonians separate the basis Bethe eigenvectors.
3.4. The Shapovalov form and real z. Define the anti-involution τ : sl r+1 → sl r+1 by sending E i,j to E j,i for all i, j. Let W be a highest weight sl r+1 -module with highest weight vector w. The Shapovalov form on W is the unique symmetric bilinear form S defined by the conditions:
for all u, v ∈ W and g ∈ sl r+1 , see [K] . The Shapovalov form is non-degenerate on an irreducible W and is positive definite on the real part of the irreducible W . Let L Λ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ L Λn be the tensor product of irreducible highest weight modules. Let v Λ i ∈ L Λ i be a highest weight vector and S i the corresponding Shapovalov form on L Λ i . Define the symmetric bilinear form on the tensor product by the formula S = S 1 ⊗· · ·⊗S n . The form S is called the tensor Shapovalov form. 
Proof. It is known from the representation theory of the Yangian Y (gl n ) that the operators M 1 (x, ε) , . . . , M r+1 (x, ε) are symmetric with respect to the tensor Shapovalov form S. Therefore, the operatorsM 0 (x, ε) ,M 1 (x, ε) , . . . ,M r+1 (x, ε) are symmetric too. The limit ε → 0 yields the claim.
If z 1 , . . . , z n , x are real, then the Gauding Hamiltonians M 1 (x) , . . . , M r+1 (x) are real linear operators.
3.5. Proof of Theorem 1.4. If z 1 , . . . , z n , x are real, then the Gaudin Hamiltonians on Sing L ⊗n ωr [µ] have real spectrum as symmetric operators on a Euclidean space. If t is a critical point of Φ d ( · , z) and µ 1 (x), . . . , µ r+1 (x) are the eigenvalues of the corresponding Bethe vector ω(t, z), then µ 1 (x), . . . , µ r+1 (x) are real rational functions. Therefore, λ 1 (x), . . . , λ r+1 (x) are real rational functions. Hence the fundamental differentail operator D t has real coefficients. Therefore, the vector space of polynomials V t is real. Thus for generic real z 1 , . . . , z n we have N(d) distinct real spaces of polynomials with exponents d at infinity and Wronskian n s=1 (x − z s ). Theorem 1.4 is proved.
We thank A. Eremenko and A. Gabrielov for useful discussions.
4. Appendix 4.1. The differential operator K has polynomial solutions only. Let z 1 , . . . , z n ∈ C. Let Λ 1 , . . . , Λ n , Λ ∞ ∈ h * be dominant integral weights. Assume that the irreducible sl r+1 -module L Λ∞ is a submodule of the tensor product
For any s = 1, . . . , n, ∞, and i = 0, . . . r, set m s,i = (Λ s , i j=1 α j ) and
For any s = 1, . . . , n, we will consider the sl r+1 -module L Λs as the gl r+1 -module with highest weight 0, −m s,1 , −m s,2 , . 
be an eigenvector of the operators K 1 (x), . . . , K r+1 (x) with the eigenvalues λ 1 (x), . . . , λ r+1 (x), respectively. Consider the scalar differential operator The proof of part (ii) for arbitrary Λ 1 , . . . , Λ n and z 1 , . . . , z n clearly follows from the special case and the following remarks:
• The operator K is well-defined for any z 1 , . . . , z n , not necessarily distinct, and rationally depends on z 1 , . . . , z n .
• If for generic z 1 , . . . , z n all solutions of the differential equation Ku = 0 are polynomials, then for any z 1 , . . . , z n all solutions of the differential equation Ku = 0 are polynomials.
• Assume that some of z 1 , . . . , z n coincide. Partition the set {z 1 , . . . , z n } into several groups of coinciding points of sizes n 1 , . . . , n k , n 1 + · · · + n k = n. Denote the representatives in the groups by u 1 , . . . , u k ∈ C. Denote W s = L ⊗ns ωr for s = 1, . . . , k. Choose an irreducible module L λs ⊂ W s for every s. Then the operator K defined for those z 1 , . . . , z n on
• Any highest weight irreducible module is a submodule of a suitable tensor power of L ωr . Part (ii) is proved.
To calculate the exponents of the operator D w at singular points, we calculate the exponents of its formal conjugate operator. Namely, we consider the operator
The vector w is an eigenvector of the operators M 1 (x), . . . , M r+1 (x) with the eigenvalues µ 1 (x), . . . µ r+1 (x), respectively. 
It is known that the coefficients of this polynomial are central elements in U(gl r+1 ), see, for example, Remark 2.11 in [MNO] . If v is a singular vector of a gl r+1 -weight (p 1 , . . . , p r+1 ), then
Hence, the operator A(x) acts on L Λs as the identity operator multiplied by
Let s = 1, . . . , n. It follows from formula (3.2) that the indicial polynomial of D * w at the singular point z s is the eigenvalue of the operator 1 ⊗(s−1) ⊗ A(x) ⊗ 1 ⊗(n−s) on the vector w, that is, ψ s (x). Similarly, the indicial polynomial of D * w at infinity is the eigenvalue of A(−x) acting on the vector w which belongs to the submodule L Λ∞ of the gl r+1 -module
Hence, by Lemma 4.2, the exponents of the operator D w are as required. This proves parts (iii) and (iv). Part (v) follows from parts (i-iv). Consider all r + 1-dimensional polynomial spaces V , whose fundamental operator has exponents at z 1 , . . . , z n , ∞ indicated in Corollary 4.3. The Schubert calculus says that the number of such spaces is not greater than the dimension of Sing (
, see for example [MV2] . Thus, according to Corollary 4.3, the simplicity of the spectrum of the Gaudin Hamiltonians on Sing (L Λ 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ L Λn )[Λ ∞ ] implies the transversality of the Schubert cycles corresponding to these exponents at z 1 , . . . , z n , ∞, cf. [MV2] and [EH] .
Recall also that the operators
Remark. It was conjectured in [CT] that the monodromy of the differential operator M acting on the tensor product L Λ 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ L Λn is trivial. However, the proof of this statement in [CT] is not satisfactory. Theorem 4.1 implies that the monodromy of the differential operator K acting on L Λ 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ L Λn is trivial. Together with Theorem 3.4, this implies that the monodromy of the operator M is trivial as well.
Bethe vectors in Sing (
. Let z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) ∈ C n be a point with distinct coordinates. Let Λ 1 , . . . , Λ n , Λ ∞ ∈ h * be dominant integral weights. Assume that the irreducible sl r+1 -module L Λ∞ is a submodule of the tensor product L Λ 1 ⊗. . .⊗L Λn .
Introduce l = (l 1 , . . . Consider the universal weight function ω :
defined by the formulas of Section 3.2. The value ω(t, z) of the universal weight function at a critical point t of the master function Φ( · , z) is called a Bethe vector, see [RV, MV2] . The Bethe vector belongs to Sing (L Λ 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ L Λn )[Λ ∞ ], see [RV] .
For a critical point t, define the tuple y t = (y 1 , . . . , y r ) of polynomials in variable x by formulas of Section 2.1. Define polynomials T 1 , . . . , T r in x by the formula
All singular points of D t are regular and lie in {z 1 , . . . , z n , ∞}. The exponents of D t at z s are 0 , m s,1 + 1 , . . . , m s,r + r for any s, and the exponents of D t at ∞ are −l , −m ∞,1 − 1−l , . . . , −m ∞,r −r −l. The kernel V t of D t is an r +1-dimensional space of polynomials, see [MV2] . The tuple y t can be recovered from V t as follows. Let f 1 , . . . , f r+1 be a basis of V t , consisting of monic polynomials of strictly increasing degree. Then y 1 , . . . , y r are respective scalar multiples of the polynomials The proof of this fact is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.2.
In particular, the formulated statements imply that any two distinct Bethe vectors cannot have the same eigenvalues of the Gaudin Hamiltonians.
